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With having to leave the Commission for a year while things cool off politically, Mark finds that the

Church has loaned him out to the FBI, who have been trying for years now to get an experienced

monster and demon expert in their newest division, to help train and educate the agents there on

just what they will be facing. Finding out that Mark actually is one of those very monsters has made

them want him even more; not just for what he can bring to the table, but because they do need to

check off that newest minority checkbox, even if no one knows they exist.Mark doesn't mind the

new assignment, being closer to home, it means it will be easier to visit with family, and the agents

all seem nice enough. Plus the FBI has a bigger budget and gets a lot nicer toys than Mark is used

to. However, while Mark knows how to deal with devils, demons, and even the nastier monsters out

there, he doesn't know anything about how to deal with a sociopath werewolf who has gone full

psycho and started to murder co-eds. That's more of a 'human' problem, after all.
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This is a good urban fantasy novel with shape shifters, magic, demons, and good vs evil colliding.



The church and FBI are trying to solve/find a sick serial killer who turns out to be a shifter hiding out

in a college town near a backwoods area of America. Its the third book in a series and if you

enjoyed the king of los Vegas and or the hammer commission you should enjoy this story which

continues one of the Main characters adventures from those books Mark a holy hitman sanctioned

by the Vatican to eradicate Evil on Earth.

I'm one of John's beta readers, and was on Vacation when he was set up to release this sequel, he

sent me a copy, but I bought the Kindle edition anyway, as I Really Loved the First Book, and

expected to LOVE the second! Well, I did, & hope he continues the series, as I like Monster Hunting

from the POV of the Monster who's Hunting Monsters. I won't go into the plot, as I kinda wish that

the plot descriptions were less extensive at times. but I had Fun, & that is Kinda the Point!

In Wolf Killer we return to Mark Levin just after the events from Hammer Commission. He is loaned

to the FBI mostly to help train a unit in how to deal with the monsters in the USA. The story than

takes us into action when the forest service finds the corpse of a woman bound in silver chains in a

burned down cabin and takes us to the werewolf serial killer mentioned in the blurb.If you expect the

characters from the Hammer Commission you might be disappointed since Mark is the only

recurring character. On the other hand, one of his wives (Helena) takes a central role and you get to

see a lot more on the position and culture of â€˜normalâ€™ monsters (lycanthropes specifically) in

the world and their relation with the law. Like the Hammer Commission it is a fast paced action

orientated story.Unlike the previous books you do get the occasional shift to the villainâ€™s point of

view. I am not a fan of it, but that has more to do with the switching than the actual content. I am

also not sure it fulfills a function here. It does not raise the tension by using it to hint about a threat

to others, nor does it give any new insights into the personality of the villain that we also do not get

by the investigations of Mark and the FBI agents. Still, it is not done often and it did not impact my

enjoyment of the book and others might enjoy it.As for the setting, it is typical urban fantasy with

some of the same weirdness especially in regards to secrecy or the interaction between science

and the supernatural. I usually ignore those aspects for better enjoyment of the story, but if that is a

sore point for you, you might want to avoid the book. It is also not groundbreaking new with

unexpected plot twists, but I donâ€™t think it tries to be so.All in all, a fun read, good entertainment

for a couple of hours of reading. I am looking forward to the next book.

Really enjoyed this one, much better than the 1st of the series. This time, on loan to the FBI, the



lead character and the FBI team search for a serial killer/werewolf. Part Urban fantasy, part police

thriller with a little of the Church thrown in (but not too much) this novel was not as much a mash of

different types of fantasy creatures. There is graphic disturbing sex, just a warning. Enjoyable mix of

genres that readers may like if they like both or even just want 1 genre that is a little different.

Cats and dogs, weres and wizards, FBI and the Vatican meet husbands and wives.Plenty of

entertaining action, with the characters from The Hammer Commission and The King of Las Vegas

playing the main parts. Not really a stand-alone work.

An interesting book. Our hero is a Werecougar, on loan from the Vatican branch of Interpol to the

FBI. A new/existing department is now getting the help it deserves in the fight against monsters.A

good,solid story involving lycanthropy, murder, an evil wizard and missing university age women. In

my opinion, this book is setting the stage, so to speak, for the next book, as it lays in a lot of

background info and lays the possibility of an expansion of our MC's family.

This is the third in the Hammer Commission series and while all are a good entertaining read I

believe this is the best of them all so far. The characters are interesting and the MED (main evil

dude) is SUCH a scumbag and the things he does are beyond belief *shudder* except IRL

manages to produce some contestants worse luck. Really entertaining and I look forward to seeing

where the writer takes some of the developments, particularly the new "team", in book four.

As it says some place on this post thing my name is Chuck. And let's this out of the way first, I

bought your book!! I dislike being accused of being thief, even by default you should take it that

most folks did just like I did and bought itAs for the book it was good keep writing you're good and

gonna get better
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